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ORIGIN:

USA

Weight:
DIMENSIONS:

1.1kg 2.4 lbs
190 x 140 x 90mm
7.4 x 5.5 x 3.5”
Grey - 11mm
Red - 13mm
Meets NFPA 1983 (‘06 ED)
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COLOURS:
CERTIFICATION:
WEB:
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C MC R E S CU E

he MPD seems to have been a long time coming and was in fact
stalled on a couple of occasions while CMC sorted out some glitches
or more probably adherence to some paperwork requirement - the ondevice markings certainly were improved during the interval so maybe it
was something to do with that. Anyway, it’s here, it’s big, beautiful and
imposing. You have to hand it to Rock Thompson, the man is a genius when
it comes to making an ugly duckling into a swan, actually it’s more like an
ugly ostrich than a duckling because the MPD is large, far larger than I had
anticipated and it’s got more angles on it than the Apollo moon module
albeit softened by Rock working his magic. Whether or not you take to the
MPD will probably have a lot to do with what you are currently using. I
suspect that users of manual devices like the Rack, Tube, Whaletail and
maybe even Fig 8 will be harder to convince than autolock users. The views
in this article are expressed from the perspective of a long-time autolock
user. So, having sold the family car to get one what are you going to do
with it? Well, your wife will be annoyed to learn that instead of the
car you could have sold your pulley, rescue belay, prusik/ tending
cam and a lowering device to help pay for the MPD because
it purports to do all these jobs. With the important
addition of one more term - high strength.
The MPD has an MBS of 44kN and a
lowering capacity of 21 kN on
Fig1
the 11mm version (there
is a 13mm version)
. This blows
devices
like

T
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Multi-Purpose Device

the Petzl ID and Heightec/PMI
Fig2
Quadra out of the water from a
strength point of view and ticks
that all-important BCCR Rescue
Belay Competency Test box as a
definite PASS. So feel free to drop
your best mate during training, in
fact two of your best mates
because the MPD can handle it.
The design seems to draw
elements from a number of
previous devices and improves on most, from the SRTe and MBS Belay
Pulley and Quadra lowering device to the Traverse 540 and, dare I say
it, the Troll Pro Allp Tech. Its key feature is a one-direction pulley
wheel with rather more aggressive rope groove than you
usually see on a pulley this size. This aids in gripping the
rope in its locked mode but doesn’t hinder when the pulley
is revolving since the rope travels with the turning wheel.
Extra friction in the lowering or descent mode is offered by
a ‘V’ shaped braking post at the rope entry point....or is it
exit? depends which way you’re going I
suppose... this can be seen on the left
rear view with plate
of the rope in Fig2. To increase friction
swiveled to expose
(or when abseiling/rappelling) the rope
the cam and friction
is moved into the V (moving the rope right
pillar
to left in fig2) and if you need more
(bottom)
friction there is an additional hook
which you can run the rope
through - this is the sliver
object top left in these
two rear-view
pictures.
To the right of the
blue rope in Fig 2
is the grooved
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cam which engages automatically when load is applied and is disengaged
using the orange handle, more on this shortly. It’s the true pulley action that
immediately sets the MPD apart from ‘makeshift’ pulley substitutes like the
ID and the Quadra which are often used to create a non-return element to a
raising system but impose much higher levels of friction in accomplishing
that task since their cams do not move with the rope on the haul stroke.
LOWERING & RAPPELLING
While the ID remains a far superior personal descender (subjectively
speaking), the MPD does have 2 advantages - the take-in of slack is the
easiest of any current autolock and there is a simple ‘parking brake’ knob
which negates the need to build a nest of rope normally used to achieve a
‘hard-lock’. It’s more secure than the 540 style belay pulleys because it
locks like a full autolock and is much faster for when you want to attend to
other important matters away from the MPD. For larger ropes that we
probably shouldn’t have been using, we found we sometimes had to fiddle
just a bit to get the brake on but the merest tweak of the handle pulled up
against its spring seemed to do the trick and that baby sure wasn’t going
anywhere then - it’s like the Petzl ID full lock where you push the handle all
the way in to the body but without the effort.
As a device that switches seamlessly between lowering and raising the
MPD actually can simplify your system and the con-Space teams ought to
love it when used with a tripod or in confined spaces where the MPD’s bulk
suddenly doesn’t seem so bulky because you don’t need all the other stuff.
The MPD lowers or descends in an extremely controlled manner. The orange
T-bar or perhaps S-Bar would be more accurate, has to be lifted (against a
spring) and rotated to open the cam and allow the rope to run. It took a while
to fully appreciate just how efficient this is because as usual the first thing
we did with the MPD was use it as a personal descender and moan about
how cumbersome it was. But start handling heavy loads in a lowering mode
and you will see that the MPD is in a different class to handled devices like
the Quadra, Anthron, GriGri and even ID. There is no jerky stop start and no
inadvertent dropping of your load while you try to master the idiosyncracies
of your device’s love or hate of certain rope diameters or brands. The MPD
seems to cope with all within the 10.5 to 12mm - but don’t forget it should
really be 11mm! The cam has a V which traps the rope into a similar V on
the opposite friction post. It seems to be quite a benign squeeze compared to
some of the aggressive pinches that we’ve seen damage the rope in factor
1/3 200kg drops/falls. The MPD is a little cumbersome in a rappel but
Fig3
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COMPARISONS

Petzl I'D

CMC MPD

Heightec Quadra

Traverse 540

Braking Method

Angled Cam

Radius cam (with V)

Angled cam

Oval drum - rope wraps

Ease of Tension Release

Good with trail rope control

Extremely smooth

Not easy even with tight trail rope Extremely smooth

Strength - MBS

Lowering 200kg MBS _

Lowering 24 kN, Pulley 44kN

Lowering 200kg, MBS

MBS 36kn

Weight

530 grams (18.7 oz)

1100 grams (38.8 oz)

700g (25oz)

624g (22oz)

effortless when lowering from an anchor point or directly on the ground. If
you let go of the handle it springs back down and locks out the rope. With
just half an hour’s practice you will become adept at lowering and never
again have to worry about straining on that tail rope to mitigate the
suddenness of the release as you do with heavy loads on a normal autolock
Fig4
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device. To get back to descending for a minute; as a right-hander you want
the trail rope in your right hand and control the handle with your left. This
puts the MPD back to front when you instinctively want the handle visible
in front of you as you would when lowering. However, don’t let this put you
off because using it as in Fig3 is very simple and you will quickly grow to
appreciate how smooth the restart is especially in a casualty pick-off rescue.
But wait, there’s more. At the bottom of the MPD is a becket (Fig4) so
that you can add a single or double pulley and really integrate the MPD into
a worthwhile pulley system of 3 or 5 to 1 with virtually no frictional loss and
the release/lowering mode built in. This is far more efficient than the usual
autolock descender compromise, and look, if you use the fantastic Rock
Exotica Omniblock not only does it have a swivel and a front plate that can
release the rope without removing the pulley but the colours match - it
doesn’t get any better than that.
As you would imagine with a device that provides such efficient lowering,
the MPDs credentials for belay are beyond reproach. It takes a hit like none
of the current autolock descenders and puts its money where its mouth is
and stamps it on the side so you know exactly where you stand. In our
temporarily limited tests (because some thieving wassname has nicked our
dynometer) we looked at the effect of a factor 1 drop (not factor 1/3!) using
a 200kg load, slightly over 200kg actually, and it was a zero effect beyond
the understandable temporary distortion of the rope shape. A bit unscientific
as a one-off but shows the beauty of having that broad pulley wheel take the
initial hit, it’s more forgiving than small diameter bobbins or flat-face cams
pinching against each other. It would be interesting to see what proportion
of force is taken by the locked pulley wheel and what is then taken by the
cam. You might want to watch those plate edges if your MPD does a bit of a
dance when it takes the hit. I’m just saying. It is an awesome load-stopper
though and in fact so impressive that we’ve moved the MPD across to the
arborist world where it doesn’t really live and are trialing it not only for
rescue lowering but as the lowering device for topping down sections of tree
less than about 250kg, which in the UK is most of them. You have to be
pretty tough to deal with those kinds of loads consistently because relative
to its intended use the MPD will virtually never see such loads in a rescue
situation unless something has gone badly wrong. And even then, it will
probably only see it once because we have a tendency to retire equipment
that takes a shock load. [See Arb Climber issue 2 for more on impact
loading the MPD but don’t tell CMC].
So having fawned over the MPD what are the downsides? Cost is a
definite one to mull over - it’s a fine piece of engineering for your money but
at $600 some just won’t be able to justify it or physically afford it. With a
Petzl ID costing a third of the MPD some might be happy to weather the
increased friction and extra system components needed. Up to you to beat
the beancounters into submission on that one.
Its multiple roles includes being a descender but though it will function
perfectly adequately as such it’s like entering a Rolls Royce in the Indy 500,
perfectly capable, and will do it in some style but never gonna win. So the
Petzl ID and other top-end autolocks can rest easy. Devices like the Quadra
and 540 would have much more to worry about because the MPD is a far
better device overall even as a descender but it is three times the cost of the
Quadra and a third heavier and almost twice the cost of the 540 though
perhaps less bulky. We’re happy that it seems to operate very well outside of
its stated rope diameters (but you didn’t hear that from us) of 11mm (grey)
or 13mm (red). Since most teams only operate on one or the other requiring
a specific sized MPD for each is probably nothing to moan about. So it’s all
about whether you can deal with the bulk, if your current device is smaller
and whether you can afford the cost. If you can, the MPD is magnificent and
will be better than your current lowering, belay, and pulley combination
devices guaranteed. Well... almost guaranteed.
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